Across
2. You can learn a lot from it
6. Relating to love
7. Earth, Mars etc
8. With lots of fighting
11. Food eaten between meals
15. Exciting story often about crime
16. Make you feel strong emotions
18. This type of movie has no real people in it
19. Same actors every week in this funny TV program
20. Very bad, ending in failure
23. Rather

Down
1. A type of movie to make you feel afraid
3. A movie or TV program giving facts
4. ___ show, TV show where people discuss important topics
5. Original and interesting
9. Makes you feel happy and enthusiastic
10. A description including important information about someone
12. A person who kills
13. People can win prizes on a TV ____ show
14. A serious play or movie
17. Strangely
21. ____ opera
22. Frightening